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INSIDE TREATMENT


Get small articles away from the walls throughout the house, garage and basement. (Example: toys, newspapers, clothes,
boxes, light furniture, etc.)



Remove all articles from the floor area inside closets and place on top of the bed. (Clothes on hangers may stay hanging
inside the closet.) – Optional



Remove all articles from the cupboard underneath the kitchen and bathroom sinks. (Clean these areas before treatment.)



Remove crawl space cover (if crawl space is being treated).



Cover or put any open food items in the refrigerator. (Example: pie, cake, cookies, etc.)



Fish tanks should have the air system unplugged. Cover the tank with towels.



Treatment DOES NOT harm houseplants.



Windows should be closed for 4 hours.



Vacate house for 4 hours (including pets).

AFTER INSIDE TREATMENT


Open windows and allow house to air out if any odor is noticeable.



If humidity is high, you may want to run a dehumidifier or air conditioner in the house to help eliminate any persisting odor.



DO NOT clean baseboards and trim work for as long as possible. If any white dust or visible residues are apparent after
treatment, this should be cleaned up with a vacuum cleaner, dust cloth or damp disposable rag.

OUTSIDE TREATMENT


Siding should be power washed or cleaned PRIOR to treatment, if needed.



DO NOT paint sprayed surfaces within 2 weeks before treatment or for as long as possible after treatment.



IF MULCHING, mulch prior to treatment. Mulching after treatment covers the insecticide barrier.



ALL WINDOWS SHOULD BE CLOSED DURING TREATMENT. Windows may appear streaked after the treatment but will
wash easily. (You may wash windows 2 hours after the treatment has been completed or anytime thereafter.)



Patio furniture and potted flowers may be moved away from patio or porch to avoid overspray. – Optional



The treatment does not harm shrubbery, flowers, etc.



Outside pets should be kept at least 25 feet from the house during treatment.



Keep children and pets away from the outside treated areas until dry.

A $25 (per unit) fee will be added to the treatment cost when service is cancelled with less than 24
hours notice or the service cannot be properly completed due to lack of preparation or accessibility
issues.

